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Three Alfred University mechanical engineering students put their design and analytical skills to work to help a local
business build a better bicycle -- a recumbent bicycle, that is, one of those high-tech, comfortable looking bicycles
with the rider pedaling in a seated, or recumbent, position. Peter Stull, owner of the Bicycle Man Bike Shop in Alfred
Station, NY, specializes in the sales and service of these recumbent bikes. Stull recently expanded his business to
include building recumbents by purchasing the assets of the Iowa-based Linear Manufacturing Company. One of his
first goals was to improve the performance and durability of the Linear bicycles to better compete in the retail bicycle
market.Stull approached AU's Mechanical Engineering Division to explore the opportunities for a small business-
University partnership. AU's response came from Dr. Steven Mayes, assistant professor of mechanical engineering, and
three seniors in the division, Chad Currie, Stephanie Forsey, and Dale Smith who formed "Team Linear."The team
took on the redesign of the Linear bicycle as its senior design project designed to fulfill both the Mechanical
Engineering capstone experience requirement and to assist Stull. Each team member selected a component of the bike
for redesign: Currie, the rear wheel mount; Forsey, the frame, and Smith, the seat. "Team Linear successfully analyzed
the current components, identified areas for improvement, developed new designs, fabricated prototypes, and tested
them to validate their performance, all within my stated budget," said Stull. "I'm delighted with the new designs and
eager to incorporate them in future Linear Bicycles. Team Linear has been a valuable resource for a small business
like mine. I hope that the collaboration with AU continues in the future."Stull went on to say "We hope to build an
addition and hire another employee in the next year or two as our bicycle manufacturing expands. This is another
benefit of having schools like AU and Alfred State College in town." The quality of Team Linear's engineering work
was further highlighted when Smith won first place in the Olean Section of the American Society for Mechanical
Engineering annual Technical Speaking Competition with his presentation "The Design of an Improved Recumbent
Bicycle Seat."Currie is the son of Jon and Celeste Currie of Sugar Grove, PA. Forsey is the daughter of Richard and
Colleen Forsey of Spencerport, NY, and Smith is the son of David and Sally Smith of Springwater, NY For more
information about AU's mechanical engineering program: http://engineering.alfred... more information about the
Bicycle Man: www.bicycleman.com or www.linearrecumbent.com.
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